A mixed molecular modeling-robotics approach to investigate lipase large molecular motions
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INTRODUCTION

The catalytic activity of many lipases (triacylglycerol acylhydrolases, EC 3.1.1.3) is known to be highly enhanced at an oil–water interface or in nonpolar solvents, a phenomenon termed “interfacial activation.” Although the molecular determinants involved in this phenomenon are not yet well understood, it has been reported to be closely related to large conformational changes of a mobile subdomain of lipases,2,3 called lid, which is located at the entrance of the active site. Rearrangements of the lid are generally assumed to be induced by the adsorption of the enzyme to a hydrophobic interface4 or by the binding of a substrate,5,6 or in some cases involving both events. The induced conformational changes lead to a “switch” between two extreme conformations: a closed state in which the lid shields the active site rendering the enzyme inactive and an open state with an exposed active site corresponding to a fully active enzyme. Insights on these conformational changes have been gained from the many X-ray structures of lipases reported in the last few years.7–30 They have clearly shown that lipases may be found either in closed and/or in open conformations (stabilized or not by a covalently bound inhibitor or a detergent molecule). Although these crystallographic studies have enhanced our knowledge on the mobile subdomains of lipases, the detailed description of the conformational transitions remains unclear. Other biophysical techniques are thus needed to complete X-ray data and capture the conformational dynamics of these enzymes. NMR relaxation experiments,31–35 EPR
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Large-scale conformational rearrangement of a lid subdomain is a key event in the interfacial activation of many lipases. We present herein a study in which the large-scale “open-to-closed” movement of Burkholderia cepacia lipase lid has been simulated at the atomic level using a hybrid computational method. The two-stage approach combines path-planning algorithms originating from robotics and molecular mechanics methods. In the first stage, a path-planning approach is used to compute continuous and geometrically feasible pathways between two protein conformational states. Then, an energy minimization procedure using classical molecular mechanics is applied to intermediate conformations in the path. The main advantage of such a combination of methods is that only geometrically feasible solutions are prompted for energy calculation in explicit solvent, which allows the atomic-scale description of the transition pathway between two extreme conformations of B. cepacia lipase (BCL; open and closed states) within very short computing times (a few hours on a desktop computer). Of interest, computed pathways enable the description of intermediate conformations along the “open-to-closed” conformational transition of BCL lid and the identification of bottlenecks during the lid closing. Furthermore, consideration of the solvent effect when computing the transition energy profiles provides valuable information regarding the feasibility and the spontaneity of the movement under the influence of the solvent environment. This new hybrid computational method turned out to be well-suited for investigating at an atomistic level large-scale conformational motion and at a qualitative level, the solvent effect on the energy profiles associated with the global motion.
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spectroscopy as well as single-molecule fluorescence resonance energy transfer measurements have allowed to capture the dynamics of large-scale conformational movements. However, to date, no experimental studies have been able to measure the lid conformational transition of lipases.

To elude the lack of experimental information, computational approaches have increasingly become a useful means to predict and understand conformational changes. A number of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been carried out to get more insight into the lid rearrangements of different lipases. However, most of these simulations have been performed on short time scales and thus have only allowed modeling the dynamic properties of equilibrium states (closed or open). Indeed, simulation times needed to capture the entire conformational event, particularly with explicit simulation of solvents, are usually shorter, relative to the characteristic time of the conformational change. Therefore, alternative methods such as essential dynamics, normal mode analysis, or normal mode analysis have been successfully used to selectively enhance conformational sampling along specific directions of motions and identify large collective motions for a number of lipases. Although requiring intensive computing resources, MD simulations have also been performed on large time scales to attempt unraveling at the atomic level the entire conformational transition between the closed and open conformation of lipases. In few of these studies, lipase conformational transitions were fast enough to be captured within 20 ns MD simulations. In particular, using extensive MD simulations, we have recently investigated the influence of the environment on the conformational rearrangements of Burkholderia cepacia lipase (BCL) and its role on enzyme activation. However, the expensive central processing unit (CPU) cost of these classical molecular modeling simulations drastically impairs their use for routine exploration of large protein motions in solution.

To circumvent these limitations and increase our ability to reliably simulate molecular motions that can occur on large spatial and temporal scales, novel computational methodologies are needed. A possible way to enhance the simulation of large-scale conformational changes is to use simplified molecular models. Interesting approaches have been proposed on the basis of coarse-grained potentials and elastic network models. In addition to simplified models, alternative methods to MD simulations can be applied to perform an effective exploration of the conformational space. In recent years, algorithms originally developed to compute robot motions have been extended and proposed as alternative methods to compute molecular motion. Robotics-based algorithms have been successfully applied to study various problems such as ligand docking and accessibility pathways in flexible receptors, protein and RNA folding pathways, or conformational changes of proteins due to loop motions, domain motions, and transmembrane α-helices motions.

Herein, we apply a recent methodology that separates the search of conformational transition pathways into two stages, aiming to speed up the computation of BCL lid motions. The first stage consists in an exploration of geometrically feasible motions of BCL lid using the robotics-based approach, whereas the second stage uses molecular mechanics for an energy evaluation of solutions found at the previous stage, while taking into account explicit simulation of solvents. Such an accurate consideration of solvent effects on the conformational transition introduced in the second stage of the method represents a methodological novelty with respect to previous work. The key advantage of the robotics-based approach is that it enables fast exploration of high-dimensional conformational spaces due to the combination of a geometrical treatment of the main molecular constraints (e.g., steric clash avoidance, and structural constraints acting on the molecular chain model such as kinematic loop closure constraints) with the performance of path-planning algorithms. Such conformational search method is then well adapted for handling large molecular motions in a continuous way and within very short computing times. In our study, the robotic-based approach is used to search routes devoid of geometric obstructions that connect the open and closed states of BCL to gain molecular knowledge about the structures of intermediate conformations during the “open-to-closed” transition and identify bottlenecks in the lid closing. The energy evaluation and refinement performed in the second stage enable an accurate computation of the transition energetic profiles, and allow investigating the influence of the solvent on the protein conformational reorganization. Compared with previous MD simulation results, our mixed robotics–molecular mechanics approach showed a gain in the performance of several orders of magnitude to compute the large amplitude motions of BCL and evaluate the feasibility and the spontaneity of the movement under the influence of the solvent environment.

**METHODS**

**Homology modeling**

The crystal structure of BCL refined at 2.0 Å resolution was taken as initial conformation for the simulations (PDB: 3LIP). As no crystal structure of BCL in closed conformation was available, a homology model was built using the protein modeling server SWISS-MODEL. The crystallographic structure of the homologous Chromobacterium viscosum lipase (CVL) in closed form (PDB: 1CVL) was used as a template. The quality of the homology model was analyzed using the ProSA-web interface which determined a Z-score of -6.1 and a local model quality similar to that of the CVL template.
which showed a Z-score of -6.7. Noteworthy, the Z-scores of both conformations, the closed homology model of BCL and the closed X-ray structure of CVL, were slightly better than those of the open BCL crystal structure (PDB: 3LIP) which was of -4.9.

**Geometric path-planning-based conformational exploration**

The method relies on a mechanistic all-atom model in which proteins are represented as articulated mechanisms, by analogy to a robot description, and allowing thus the use of path-planning algorithms to explore the high-dimensional conformational space.

**Mechanistic molecular model**

Proteins are described using all-atom, hard sphere models forming a complex poly-articulated chain. Groups of rigidly bonded atoms form the bodies of the mechanism and the articulations correspond to bond torsions. Rotations between backbone atom groups are $\Phi$, $\Psi$, and $\omega$, and $\gamma_1$ and $\gamma_2$ for the side-chains. Hydrogen atoms have been omitted for clarity purpose.

**Conformational space exploration algorithm**

The conformational search is derived from the rapidly-exploring random trees (RRT) algorithm. The basic principle of RRT is to incrementally grow a random tree rooted at the initial conformation $q_{\text{init}}$ (the open X-ray structure of BCL) to explore the reachable conformational space and find a feasible path connecting $q_{\text{init}}$ to a goal conformation $q_{\text{goal}}$ (Fig. 2). Note that, in this work, $q_{\text{goal}}$ does not correspond to a single conformation, but to the set of all conformations closer than a given backbone root mean square deviation (RMSD) distance to the target model (the closed homology model of BCL). At each iteration, the tree is expanded toward a randomly sampled conformation $q_{\text{rand}}$. The nearest node $q_{\text{near}}$ in the tree to the sample $q_{\text{rand}}$ is selected, and an attempt is made to expand $q_{\text{near}}$ in the direction of the straight path to $q_{\text{rand}}$. If the expansion is feasible (i.e., the motion satisfies all geometric constraints), it leads to the generation of a new node $q_{\text{new}}$ and a feasible local path $p_{\text{new}}$. The expansion process is iterated until the current expanded node $q_{\text{new}}$ can be connected to $q_{\text{goal}}$. The key feature of the RRT algorithm is that, because of a simple node sampling and selection strategy, the tree expansion...
is implicitly biased toward unexplored regions of the search space. In this work, we have applied a recent variant of the RRT algorithm, called Manhattan-like RRT (ML-RRT), which shows a higher efficiency for dealing with high-dimensional problem by partitioning the conformational parameters in either active or passive sets of parameters and computes the motion of the elements associated with both parameter types in a decoupled manner. Active parameters are essential for the system motion, and they are directly treated at each iteration of the algorithm. Passive parameters are of secondary importance. Indeed, they are only handled when they hinder the motion of active parts or other passive parts identified as blocking parts during the tree expansion. In the present application, the active parameters correspond to the torsion angles of flexible BCL backbone segments (residues 125–169), whereas the passive parameters correspond to the torsion angles of BCL side-chains.

**Pathway energy refinement in solvent**

Each of the 10 geometrical pathways generated using the path-planning algorithm was subsequently subjected to energy minimizations. Snapshots were taken every time the RMSD of the lid increased by 0.1 Å along the different motion pathways. The saved conformations were minimized using the Sander program with the all-atom ff03 force field of the AMBER9 software package, while taking into account either explicit water or explicit octane environment. For each conformation, the calcium ion, which plays a structural role in BCL, was conserved and appropriately parameterized according to previous work. The system was embedded in a rectangular parallelepiped solvent box that left a space of 1 nm around the solute. For explicit water minimizations, TIP3P water molecules (~8000) were added using the LEaP module integrated in the AMBER9 package. An octane box was created to carry out minimizations in explicit octane. To obtain appropriate atomic charges for the use in the simulation, an ab initio calculation was carried out on octane molecule using the Jaguar software (Schrödinger, Portland). The Hartree–Fock calculation was run at 6-31G* level and Mulliken atomic charges were computed. The gaff force field was then used to parameterize octane molecules. The octane box was then subjected to 2000 energy minimization steps to remove any unfavorable contacts between octane molecules. The system was then equilibrated from 100 to 310 K under constant volume condition over 100 ps and then it was turned on constant pressure over 100 ps to adjust the system density. The weak-coupling method was used to couple the system to a thermal bath of 310 K and a barostat of 1 bar with coupling constants of 0.2 ps. Finally, the protein was embedded in a box filled with ~800 octane molecules. The procedure for energy minimization in both environments consisted of (i) one cycle (100 steps of steepest-descent algorithm and 400 steps of conjugate gradient algorithm) where atomic positions of solute were restrained using a harmonic potential; (ii) four cycles (50 steps of steepest-descent algorithm and 100 steps of conjugate gradient algorithm) where a force constant applied on heavy atoms of the protein was progressively diminished along procedure from 20 to 1 kcal mol$^{-1}$ Å$^{-2}$; one cycle (50 steps of steepest-descent energy minimizations and then conjugate gradient energy minimizations until root mean square (RMS) gradient was less than 0.1 kcal mol$^{-1}$) of unrestrained minimization.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Extreme states of the BCL conformational transition**

The search for a transition path between two conformational states using path-planning algorithms requires the definition of an initial and a goal state, respectively the open and the closed conformation of BCL. In all BCL crystal structures determined to date, both in the presence and absence of a bound substrate-like inhibitor, the enzyme was found in an open conformation. These structures are highly similar as they show a low RMSD (≈0.3–0.5 Å) of their Cα atoms. Therefore, the BCL structure labeled 3LIP in the Protein Data Bank was chosen as the initial conformation to carry out the simulations. As no experimental information was available about the closed conformation of BCL, homology modeling was used to build a closed model of BCL using as template the CVL, which shares 84% sequence identity with BCL. This lipase is found in a closed conformation in its crystallographic structure (PDB: 1CVL), with an α-helical domain covering the active site.
Comparison of the closed homology model and the open X-ray structure of BCL revealed that the largest difference resides in residues 129–166, which encompass the two helices $\alpha_5$ and $\alpha_6$ of the U1 domain [residues 118–166; Fig. 3(A)]. Indeed, the largest positional shift is observed for the $\alpha_5$ helix, which gets displaced by as much as 20.5 Å with an average atomic displacement of about 13.5 Å between the two conformations. Additionally, the $\alpha_5$ helix appears four residues shorter in the closed conformation (residues 137–149) than in the open conformation (residues 134–150). Reversely, the $\alpha_6$ helix slightly changes its orientation and appears longer in the closed conformation (residues 156–160) compared with the open form (residues 160–166). The interconnecting loop between the $\alpha_4$ and $\alpha_5$ helices, formed by residues 128–133 in the open state and 128–136 in the closed state, is displaced by about 8 Å in the closed conformation. Some residues of the U2 domain (214–261) facing the lid, also undergo a positional shift in the closed homology model compared with the open crystal structure [Fig. 3(B)]. However, these residues correspond to unresolved regions in the X-ray structure of CVL as well as to a BCL region of high crystallographic B-factors. Some minor changes can also be seen in regions 17–26, 51–54, and 233–236 when comparing the closed and the open conformations of BCL [Fig. 3(B)].

Overall, the conformational changes between the closed homology model and the open X-ray conformation mostly involve the motion of the $\alpha_5$ helix [Fig. 3(A)]. By rolling back and forth this element, the active site is either shielded in the closed form (closed lid) or exposed in the open conformation (open lid), controlling thus the accessibility of the active site to substrate molecules and the activation of BCL. The mobile elements identified to be involved in the BCL conformational change are in agreement with results from MD simulations.53,55,56 Although short MD simulations carried out on BCL in explicit water had already shown high fluctuations for the
A region comprising the α5 helix, our more recent long-scale MD simulations clearly demonstrated that the BCL conformational transition involves a large displacement of about 13 Å of the α5 helix toward the α9 helix of the so-called U2 domain which faces the lid.

In the current work, the conformational search for feasible transition pathways between the open and the closed conformations was carried out by considering the flexibility of all protein side-chains as well as the backbone of amino acid residues from 125 to 169 which overlap with the region identified to be mobile by the comparison of the closed homology model and the open X-ray structure of BCL. The mechanistic model involves 575 degrees of freedom: 135 corresponding to the lid’s backbone, and 440 to the side-chains.

### Description of lid transition pathways

The hybrid methodology combining the path-planning algorithm ML-RRT followed by energy minimization was used to compute 10 conformational transition paths between the open and closed states of BCL. Note that because of the randomness of the conformational exploration algorithm, different transition pathways (if they exist) can be identified from different runs. Each path was generated within a few CPU hours on a single Intel Pentium4 processor (3.2 GHz). The analysis of the 10 paths generated by the robotics approach showed that all computed transition pathways are highly similar. For illustration, Figure 4(A) displays the RMSD variation for BCL region (residues 125–169) along each computed transition pathway. During the conformational transition, the RMSD of the 125–169 region gradually increased by about 4.5 Å in a similar way for all trajectories. The final BCL conformation obtained on the 10 conformational explorations were found highly similar to the closed homology model (RMSD < 1 Å) and the closed BCL conformation obtained after 20 ns of MD simulations in explicit water56 (RMSD ≈ 1.7 Å). To compare in more details the 10 conformational pathways, in Figure 4(B), we have plotted the displacement of the Cα atoms for the lid region of each pair of consecutive conformations along each of the 10 trajectories. The displacements undergone by each residue of the lid are comparable along the 10 trajectories. Notably, some amino acid residues appeared to be shifted by over 10 Å during the conformational transition. Interestingly, these residues belong to two well-defined regions of the lid: the first region located between residues 134 and 146, which corresponds to the α5 helix, whereas the second region, situated between residues 154 and 158, corresponds to the interconnecting loop between the α5 and α6 helices. Residues S136, T137, V138, A141, and F142 located at the N-end of the α5 helix experienced the largest displacements during the conformational change (displacements > 14 Å) that could be associated with the partial unfolding at the N-cap of the α5 helix (Fig. 6).
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**Figure 4**

A: RMSD variation of BCL lid region (residues 125–169) along the 10 transition pathways computed using the path-planning approach. B: Displacement of the Cα atoms for the lid region of each pair of consecutive conformations along each of the 10 trajectories. The secondary structure of open BCL is shown in the graph for reference. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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**Figure 5**

Displacement of BCL lid residues along one conformational transition pathway. The plot shows the displacement of the residue Cα atoms for each iteration step along the pathway. The displacement is color coded from 0 to 18 Å. Colored regions correspond the most mobile segments. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
The lid region, the smallest variations of the motion amplitude were found for the $\alpha_6$ helix and the interconnecting loop between the $\alpha_4$ and $\alpha_5$ helices. For loop residues 128–133, the maximal displacements [peaks in Fig. 4(B)] were found within the 1–10 Å range. Their displacement amplitudes varied depending on the distance of the residue to the $\alpha_5$ helix. Indeed, the largest variation was observed for G133, the closest residue to the $\alpha_5$ helix, whereas the smallest displacement was seen for A128, the most distant residue. This indicates that residues of the $\alpha_4$–$\alpha_5$ interconnecting loop are dragged by the $\alpha_5$ helix motion. Similar trend was observed for the maximal displacements of the $\alpha_6$ residues (160–166) which were found to vary within the 1–10 Å range. These differences among the residues forming the $\alpha_6$ helix reflect the tilt of the $\alpha_6$ helix toward the $\alpha_4$ helix observed during the lid closure. Whereas the $\alpha_5$ helix structure was found to get shorter during the open-to-close transition, the length of the $\alpha_6$ helix was not altered along the trajectories computed by robotics, in consistency with the observation made from MD simulations.\textsuperscript{56} These results suggest that the folding of the $\alpha_6$ helix N-cap observed in the homology model of the closed BCL is thus not crucial for a complete shielding of the active site by the lid.

Overall, residue displacements occurred in a continuous and simultaneous way for all 10 lid closure trajectories [Fig. 4(B)]. For illustration, Figure 5 shows the displacement of the Cα atoms of lid residues for each iteration step along one transition pathway. In this plot, two main colored regions can be observed which correspond to the most mobile regions of the BCL lid. These regions correspond respectively to the $\alpha_5$ helix (residues 134–146) and the interconnecting loop between the $\alpha_5$ and $\alpha_6$ helices (residues 154–158). Noteworthy, these movements appear to occur simultaneously at the same iteration numbers and they gradually increase from 1 Å at the beginning of the movement to about 18 Å at the end of the closure transition. The closure movement of BCL lid appears thus to be concerted within one single step. The lid conformational reorganization appears thus driven by a continuous rolling movement of the $\alpha_5$ helix,

Figure 6
Different conformations adopted by BCL in going from the open to the closed state. A: Superposition of BCL at different iterations. The lid region is colored in red. The two extreme conformations (closed and open states) of the lid are colored in green. From B to E, the figures show the progressive conformational changes occurring along the transition pathway. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
giving rise to smaller displacements of the regions surrounding the helical structure. During this motion, the N-ter of the α5 helix comes closer to the α4 helix, whereas the rest of the α5 helix moves toward the α9 helix (Fig. 6). This rearrangement is accompanied by a ~30° tilt of the α6 helix toward the α4 helix, consequently burying deeper the α6 helix into the protein core. To illustrate the conformational changes occurring during the lid closure, several snapshots taken along the transition pathway are shown in Figure 6(A–E). The active site is seen to become progressively covered by the α5 helix rendering it inaccessible to ligand binding. During this lid closing, hydrophobic residues from the α5 helix, which were initially exposed [Fig. 7(A)], became more buried inside the protein to form a hydrophobic core with other hydrophobic residues from α4 and α9 helices [Fig. 7(B)]. The formation of such a hydrophobic region at the interface of the three helices prevents the residues from interacting with the external environment. The closing mechanism that we have observed in the robotics-computed paths and the sequence of structural rearrangements of the secondary elements are closely related to the putative mechanism described in our earlier MD study of BCL.56

The BioCD algorithm89 for collision detection integrated in the software prototype BioMove3D74 was used to identify collisions between atoms of distinct amino acid residues of the protein along each solution pathway and the corresponding interatomic distances found below 85% of the van der Waals equilibrium distance. The collision plot shown in Figure 8 reports the relative frequency of contacts for residues whose atoms were detected to be in contact with atoms from other residues of the protein during the transition. For instance, an inter-residue contact with a frequency of 100% means that atoms of one given residue were at one moment in time very close to atoms of another residue of the protein in all 10 computed pathways. These contacts can involve either atoms of the backbone and/or side-chain of the amino acid residues. The collision plot allows outlining key regions in the structure by identifying the residues with the highest number of contacts and/or strongest interactions during the BCL lid transition pathway. Therefore, such information holds great potential to underline residues that could play a key role in BCL lid closing/opening mechanism by gearing the movement or establishing interactions. On the diagonal of the plot are shown the contacts occurring between amino acid sequence neighbors, that is within the same structural element such as an α-helix. Numerous high contact frequencies are found on the diagonal. In particular, six amino acids which belong to the α5 helix of the lid display a remarkably high frequency of contacts: S135, S136, V138, N144, V145, and F146. Notably, these residues, involved in inter-residue contacts, were also found to undergo large displacements during the lid closure [Fig. 4(B)]. Interestingly, residue V138 was identified in previous MD studies56 to play a key role in the BCL conformational shift and in silico mutations of V138 were shown to completely impede the enzyme closure movement. Both serines, 135 and 136, belong to the N-ter of the α5 helix which gets unfolded during the lid closing. The S135 backbone is involved in a hydrogen bonding interaction with Asp130 which was previously described as stabilizing the conformation of the interconnecting loop between α4 and α5 helices.55 The side-chains of V145 and F146 hydrophobic residues are also considered to be involved in the forma-
tion of the hydrophobic interface between the α5 helix of the lid and the α9 helix of the U2 subdomain facing the lid [Fig. 7(A,B)] and are thus probably to play a role in gearing the lid movement under the influence of the environment. The other residues observed on the diagonal which display high frequency of contacts belong to BCL structure elements such as the loop between α5 and α6 helices of the lid (S153/N154), the α9 helix of the U2 domain facing the lid (T251/G265), or the loop between β1 and b1 (L17/T18). The side-chains of almost all these residues undergo conformational rearrangement during the course of lid transition pathway. Note that L17, one of both residues of BCL oxyanion hole, was previously shown as undergoing conformational change during lid transition pathway.56 Near the diagonal are found contacts between residues of three helices of the lid: α4 and α5 helices or α4 and α6 helices. Most of these residues are involved in the formation of the hydrophobic patch between these helices. Of utmost interest are the inter-residue contacts appearing the farthest from the diagonal as these residues are remote in the amino acid sequence. The pairs of colliding residues identified on the graph are thus seen to be brought in close vicinity during BCL conformational transition. Analysis of the figure reveals that 10 inter-residue contacts display an exceptionally high frequency of contact (over 60%, colored in dark green in Fig. 8). Most inter-residue contacts result from the protein inner rearrangements occurring during the lid closing and the packing of the U1 and U2 domains. For illustration, the amino acid residues detected in the collisions are represented in the BCL structure in Figure 8.

To investigate the influence of solvent on the energetic of the closing pathways, each of the 10 robotics-computed trajectories was further refined using a classical molecular mechanics force field and considering distinct environments, either water or octane, in which BCL activity is respectively known to vary drastically. The minimizations performed in taking account solvent conditions did not lead to significantly different lid conformational rearrangements during the enzyme closing. The RMSD variation of the lid along the transition pathways after minimization in explicit water and octane environment is similar to the RMSD variation determined before minimization. The largest measured differences between the RMSD before and after minimization were around...
1.1 Å. However, the variation of the total potential energy followed opposite trends depending on the solvent (Fig. 9). In explicit water simulations, the potential energy gradually decreased during the closing of BCL, whereas the reverse tendency was observed in explicit octane simulation as the energy was gradually increased during the closing of the protein. This behavior is consistent with our previous MD simulations which showed that the opening of BCL occurs in octane, whereas the closing happens in aqueous media. Moreover, as in MD simulations, no large energy barrier was observed during transition pathways. The transition pathway between the two BCL forms may thus occur through a spontaneous motion of the lid under the sole effect of the solvent. These results are in agreement with the “enzyme model” which assumes that lid conformational rearrangements are induced by adsorption of the enzyme to an organic phase.

The energetic refinement of the pathways in explicit solvent led to qualitative data allowing a better understanding of the influence of solvent on large scale molecular motions. This approach provided similar results to our previous MD-based work but within a significantly reduced computing time. Simulations have only required few hours of computing time on a single processor what is remarkably short compared with MD CPU times.

CONCLUSIONS

Conformational rearrangements between open and closed states of B. cepacia lipase have been investigated in this article by a novel hybrid computational method with a fully atomistic description. This approach combines the use of both path-planning techniques, highly efficient for the exploration of high-dimensional conformational spaces and able to investigate geometrically feasible transition pathways between protein conformations, and classical molecular mechanics to evaluate pathway energetics under the influence of solvent. The advantage of these path-planning algorithms is that they allow a nonlocal exploration and the identification of continuous, geometrically feasible, transition paths. This geometry filtering enables discarding unauthorized geometries before energy refinement to accelerate the computation of energy favorable pathways. Although, the method outperforms the computing time performances of MD methods by several orders of magnitude, the trade-off is the rougher treatment of the molecular system during the geometrical exploration. Nonetheless, the determination of the open-to-closed atomistic pathways and the associated energy profiles in different environments led to similar conclusions of previous MD studies regarding the favorable spontaneous closing movement of BCL in water which is shown to be disfavored in octane in favor of a spontaneous opening mechanism. Analysis of pathways allowed us to pinpoint key structural regions involved in large conformational changes of the mobile subdomain. This information led to a comprehensive understanding of the molecular determinants triggering the conformational transition undergone by the enzyme during its activation. Therefore, a mechanistic approach to molecular simulations combined to postrefinement using classical energy minimizations in explicit solvent allows access to useful data on relevant large molecular motions for enzyme activity. Overall, this novel approach offers new ways to investigate, at atomistic level, relevant large-scale enzyme molecular motions which can play a key role on biological processes.
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